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ABSTRACT

The Coronagraph Instrument of the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Roman Coronagraph) will be capable
of both total intensity and polarization measurements of circumstellar disks. The polarimetric performance is
impacted by polarization effects introduced by all mirrors before the Wollaston prisms. In this paper, we aim to
characterize these effects for the Roman Coronagraph in bands 1 and 4 using the FALCO and PROPER packages.
We simulate the effect of polarization aberrations that impact the polarimetric contrast and the instrumental
polarization effects to study the polarimetric accuracy. We include spacecraft rolls, but leave out systematic
camera noise. We find that polarimetric differential imaging (PDI) improves the contrast by a factor of six.
The PDI contrast of ∼ 8 × 10−11 is limited by polarized speckles from instrumental polarization effects and
polarization aberrations. By injecting polarized companions with at various contrast levels and demodulating
their polarimetric signal, we recover their source Stokes vector within 2%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Polarimetric high-contrast imaging observations of circumstellar disks and exoplanet atmospheres can yield a
wealth of information about their gaseous and dusty constituents. Measurements of the angle and degree of linear
polarization in circumstellar disks give the scattering phase function, which is highly dependent on grain sizes and
dust grain morphology.1,2 Determination of the scattering phase function through direct imaging polarimetry
gives a unique window for characterizing these disks and removes some of the degeneracies from total intensity
images. Similarly, for exoplanets the scattering phase function is shaped by Rayleigh scattering, yet is strongly
impacted by the presence of hazes and clouds.3–5 In addition, polarimetry can improve the signal-to-noise of
measurements of circumstellar disks and exoplanets by removing the unpolarized direct star light, revealing the
faint signals of polarized scattered light.6,7 This makes polarimetry with future space telescopes a powerful tool
to study circumstellar disk morphology, planet-disk interactions, and ultimately detecting liquid water on rocky
exoplanets.8

The Nancy Grace Roman Space telescope9 (Roman) is a NASA observatory with a Hubble-sized primary mirror
(2.4 m) set to launch before June 2027. Roman will mainly focus on the study of dark energy and dark
matter with the Wide Field Imager but has a technology demonstrator Coronagraph Instrument. The Roman
Coronagraph Instrument (Roman/CGI) will be the first dedicated high-contrast imaging instrument with active
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wavefront control.10,11 Simulated performances predict that Roman/CGI will be able to reach extreme contrast
ratios ( 10−9) and small inner-working angles (3λ/D).12,13 Although polarimetry is no longer a technology
demonstration requirement, Roman/CGI is equipped with two Wollaston prisms oriented at 0 and 45 degrees
enabling polarimetry of extended sources at these extreme contrast ratios.14 The expected performance of
this polarimetric mode is limited by calibration and flat-fielding errors, and the expected error on the linear
polarization fraction has been estimated to be at the 3% level.15,16 With careful in-orbit calibration this might
be improved. For example, observations of extended sources like Uranus or Neptune can improve flat-field
calibration.16 Moreover, instrumental polarization effects can be characterized by observing both polarized and
unpolized standard stars and extended face-on disks with known polarization (e.g. TW Hya).

The performance of polarimetric instruments can be characterized by two metrics, the polarimetric sensitivity
and the polarimetric accuracy.17 Polarimetric sensitivity of an instrument is given by the smallest polarimetric
signal the instrument can detect. The polarimetric accuracy is the degree in which the instrument can measure
or recover the true polarimetric signal after calibration. Accurate and sensitive polarimetry is complicated by
instrumental polarization effects. Instruments and the telescope can introduce polarization signals and cause
unpolarized sources to appear polarized, which is called instrumental polarization. Instrumental polarization
is caused by diattenuation, where the two orthogonal polarization states have different Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cients or different transmissions. If there are also changes in the relative phase caused by retardance of optical
components, crosstalk between the polarization states is introduced. Non-zero retardance can cause changes in
the measured angle of linearly polarized light or generate circular polarization, thereby reducing the polarimetric
efficiency. Both instrumental polarization and polarization crosstalk can be modeled through ray-tracing if all
coatings are known, or measured through component and/or end-to-end measurements with known input.18

A system Mueller matrix can be calculated from the individual contributions of all optical elements and this
Mueller matrix can be used to recover the true source Stokes vector from observations. These models, however,
might not be good enough to calibrate the instrument down to 1% polarimetric accuracy. Measurements of
components or parts of the system, combined with observing polarimetric calibration standards are required to
go beyond this level. Such instrument calibration has successfully been applied to the polarimetric modes of
VLT/SPHERE,19,20 Gemini/GPI,21,22 and SCExAO/CHARIS.23,24

Besides instrumental polarization, a second effect that will impact the performance of especially high-contrast
imaging polarimeters are polarization aberrations.25,26 Polarization aberrations are changes in amplitude and/or
phase for orthogonal polarization states that create polarization structure in the point-spread function. These
aberrations are created when the angle of incidence is not constant over the cross-section of a beam of light
reflecting off mirrors.27,28 This happens with powered optics, like the primary and secondary mirror, or when
converging beams are reflected off flat mirrors like tertiary mirrors of Nasmyth telescopes,27,29 and has been
characterized for a variety of telescopes.30–33 The local changes in angle of incidence result in locally varying
s- and p-polarization states for the Fresnel coefficients, resulting in locally changing reflection amplitudes and
locally varying phases, introducing beam shifts.28 The detrimental effect on the PSF of the phase aberrations is
much stronger than that of the amplitude aberrations.28 We note that these aberrations can not be corrected
with deformable mirrors, as these operate on both polarization states in the same way. The polarization aberra-
tions therefore impact the stellar suppression for all high-contrast imaging systems, not only polarimeters.20,34,35

However, for high-contrast polarimeters these aberrations, combined with instrumental polarization effects, also
impact the polarimetric sensitivity. The difference in the speckle field between two orthogonal polarization states,
creates polarized speckles and spurious signals.36,37 Understanding the sensitivity limits requires modelling of
the polarization aberrations with polarization ray-tracing and end-to-end modelling of high-contrast imaging
systems in the presence of these aberrations and wavefront control.
In this paper, we simulate the performance of polarimetric observations with Roman/CGI in the presence of
instrumental polarization effects and polarization aberrations using the FALCO software for optical propagation
and wavefront control. First, we interpret the published Mueller matrix of the Roman/CGI instrument in Sec-
tion 2 and construct the Jones pupils using the Mueller matrix as input in Section 3. Next, we simulate the
post-coronagraphic point-spread functions after separation of the linear polarization states with the Wollaston
prisms in Section 4. We demodulate these PSFs to reconstruct the source Stokes vector of off-axis companions
in Section 5 and discuss the impact of instrumental polarization effects and polarization aberrations on the
polarimetric sensitivity and accuracy in Section 6. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 7.



2. UNDERSTANDING THE ROMAN SPACE TELESCOPE CORONAGRAPH
MUELLER MATRIX

The Roman Space telescope coronagraph Mueller matrix has been calculated by the Roman Coronagraph project
team for 21 wavelengths ranging from 450 nm to 950 nm using end-to-end modeling and has since been released
to the science community∗. These Mueller matrices describe how the coronagraphic instrument changes the
source Stokes vector to an output Stokes vector that is seen by the Wollaston prisms at the end of the CGI
instrument. The wavelength-dependent Mueller matrix is shown in Figure 1. The Mueller matrix has significant
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Figure 1. The published wavelength-dependent Roman/CGI coronagraph Mueller matrix. The two observing bands that
have a polarimetric mode, band 1 and band 4, are highlighted in blue and red respectively.

off-axis terms for the M34 and M43 terms, showing the presence of a retarder component and non-zero M12
and M21 components that can come from a diattenuation and/or depolarization component. Furthermore,
the diagonal elements swap sign, indicating that there might be coordinate rotations or flips. Our goal is to
implement this Mueller matrix in the instrument simulations that use the Jones formalism to propagate the
polarization aberrations. To this end, we will need to decompose the RST coronagraph Mueller matrix into a
few components we can separately turn into its respective Jones matrix. We use Lu-Chipman decomposition, a
technique that decomposes any Mueller matrix into a retarder Mueller matrix, a diattenuation Mueller Matrix,

∗https://roman.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/Roman-Coronagraph-Optical-Model-Mueller-Matrices-450-to-950nm.

pdf

https://roman.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/Roman-Coronagraph-Optical-Model-Mueller-Matrices-450-to-950nm.pdf
https://roman.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/Roman-Coronagraph-Optical-Model-Mueller-Matrices-450-to-950nm.pdf


and a depolarization Mueller matrix. For each wavelength we apply the Lu-Chipman decomposition and retrieve
the three Mueller matrices. The Mueller matrices for Band 1 and 4 are displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Lu-Chipman decomposition of the Roman Mueller matrices in band 1 and 4 into a depolarizer, diattenuator,
and retarder Mueller matrix. We saturate the colormap to show the retarder and diattenuator components.

We find that the depolarization matrices closely resemble a unity matrix, while the diattenuation matrices show
non-zero diattenuation in M12 and M21, which we can extract. The retarder matrix is not as straightforward
to interpret as the matrix shows signs of a coordinate rotation and flip with the alternating sign in the diagonal
matrix elements. We fit a rotated retarder and a fold mirror Mueller matrix, a unity matrix with M33 and M44
being -1. However, this does not result in a Mueller matrix that fits the retarder matrix for any wavelength.
Instead, we can only generate the retarder matrix when the coordinate system after the retarder stays rotated
as a whole, at an angle of 90 degrees. The retarder is thus given by the following Mueller matrix:

Mret, decomposed = MmirrorMret(λ)Mrotation(90
◦), (1)

where Mmirror is the fold mirror matrix described above, Mrotation(90
◦) is a standard rotation matrix for a

90 degree rotation, and Mret(λ), is a retarder Mueller matrix. For each wavelength we fit the retardance
and minimize the difference between Mret,decomposed and the Lu-Chipman decomposed matrix. The retrieved
diattenuation and retardance are shown in Figure 3.

The diattenuation decreases as function of wavelength monotonically and in a close-to linear fashion, while
the retardance is close to zero in band 1 and has a maximum deviation from zero in band 4, reducing the
polarimetric efficiency. We use these values to generate the Jones matrices for the FALCO simulations. This
includes the mirror flip and 90 degree rotation as shown in Eq. 1.

3. THE ROMAN CORONAGRAPH JONES PUPILS

To simulate the effect of polarization aberrations, we use the open source Fast linearized coronagraph optimizer
(FALCO) software38 †. FALCO comes with models for the full Roman/CGI instrument and these models include
polarization aberrations. FALCO can generate four phase maps for each of the Jones pupil elements. The maps
are generated for different polarization states by a user input of [-2,-1,1,2], and the coordinate system of the Jones
matrix that belong to it are defined in the code which we copied to Table 1. From these definitions we conclude
that the FALCO coordinate system includes a pre-computed rotation of 45 degrees. This rotation equalizes the
electric field amplitude of all four Jones pupils and the phase is close to zero, except for the few nm aberrations



Figure 3. Diattenuation and retardance as function of wavelength as obtained from the Lu-Chipman decomposition and
fitting of the individual matrices.

Table 1. Definition of polarization states in FALCO for the Roman coronagraph simulations.

Falco input orientation in orientation out
-2 -45 deg Y
-1 -45 deg X
1 45 deg X
2 45 deg Y

that are introduced, which makes it easy to simulate and compare results. The polarization aberration maps are
regarded as a weighted sum of the first 21 Zernike modes and the coefficients are precomputed using end-to-end
polarization ray-tracing. We note that the average of each of the phase aberration maps is zero, meaning that all
instrumental polarization has been removed, and this shows why we analyzed the published Roman Coronagraph
Mueller matrix in the previous section. In addition, the common aberration between all four maps has also been
removed and they average to zero.

We do not attempt to insert some common aberration, as we assume that focal plane wavefront sensing will
take most of this out and other type of aberrations are included in the FALCO simulations.
Using the definitions in Table 1, we define our own Jones pupil matrix based on the four inputs:

JFALCO =

(
−1 1
−2 2

)
=

(
−45 → X 45 → X
−45 → Y 45 → Y

)
. (2)

The FALCO Jones pupil and the derotated Jones pupil are presented in Appendix A. Next, we integrate the
retardance, diattenuation, mirror and rotation Jones matrices from the Roman coronagraph Mueller matrix in
Section 2. The total instrumental Jones matrix is now given by:

JRoman = JmirrorJret(λ)Jrotation(90
◦)JdiatJFALCO*Jrotation(−45◦), (3)

where JFALCO* is the standard FALCO Jones matrix with J12 multiplied by −1 and Jmirror is a diagonal
2x2 matrix with (1, -1) as the diagonal terms. We realize that the many coordinate rotations and flips are not
well demonstrated in a figure with coordinate definitions, however, this exercise is only to have the FALCO
simulations that use the Jones formalism match with the published Mueller matrix. This published Mueller
matrices define the coordinate system from the sky to the Wollaston plane, and we confirm that the JRoman

matrix matches the published matrix when averaged over the pupil.

†https://github.com/ajeldorado/falco-python

https://github.com/ajeldorado/falco-python
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Figure 4. The complete Roman Jones pupils of band 1, corresponding to the coordinate system of the published Mueller
matrix.
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Figure 5. The complete Roman Jones pupils of band 4, corresponding to the coordinate system of the published Mueller
matrix.

4. POST-WOLLASTON POINT-SPREAD FUNCTIONS

From this point forward we focus on band 4 where the instrumental crosstalk is larger than in band 1, making it
more challenging for polarimetry. However, the main reason for this choice is that likely due to version control of
the multiple python packages we were unable to get a better contrast than 2× 10−8 in band 1, while we reached
reported literature values for band 4. We use FALCO in monochromatic mode to propagate the Jones pupils
element-wise through the complete optical system to the science camera and adapt FALCO to save the electric
fields at the science camera plane. We verify that the piston terms for each element are not removed during
this propagation and that we can use the focal plane electric fields to construct the system Mueller matrix
for the focal-plane. Constructing the PSF Mueller matrix is required to be able to calculate the PSFs of an
unpolarized star or partially polarized sources. The low-amplitude and highly aberrated wavefronts of J11 and
J22 generate post-coronagraphic PSFs that have poor contrast, so they must be scaled properly to not impact
the total coronagraphic performance in simulation. We normalize the Jones elements by dividing by the sum
of the electric field amplitude in the Jones pupil, which in term is normalized to the sum of the electric field
amplitude of the unpolarized mode (mode 10). The resulting Mueller matrix constructed from the normalized
Jones matrix is checked by comparing it to the published Roman Mueller matrix and they are consistent.
We multiply the focal-plane Mueller matrix by polarizer Mueller matrices rotated by 0◦, 90◦, −45◦, and 45◦



Figure 6. The band 4 Roman coronagraphic PSFs for an unpolarized star as seen through both Wollaston prisms and at
two roll angles, resulting in eight images.

degrees to get an individual Mueller matrix for the two beams coming out of both Wollaston prisms. The source
stokes vectors can now be multiplied by the four Mueller matrices to obtain Stokes I, i.e the PSF images as seen
on the camera. We note that this method has been implemented in HCIPy (Por et al. 2018), and we copy this
method to the FALCO software. Adding a spacecraft roll is now relatively straight forward when we stay in the
reference frame of the CGI instrument and only requires two steps. First, we rotate the input stokes vector of
all sources by the roll angle. Second, we shift any off-axis sources around the optical axis to the rotated position
because the PSF from off axis-sources do not rotate in the instrument reference frame.

For the wavefront control we first run FALCO in unpolarized mode, mode 10, for 14 iterations and adapt
FALCO to save the deformable mirror (DM) commands. We reach a contrast of 3.8 × 10−10 without changing
anything in the wavefront control code. Next, we apply these DM commands to each of the Jones pupil elements
and calculate the four images created by the two Wollaston prisms for two roll angles of 0 and 26◦. To attempt
to introduce a bit of diversity between the two roll angles, we use the 10th iteration wavefront control loop
and the 13th iteration of the loop for 0 and 26◦ respectivily. The resulting images can be seen in Figure 6,
showing that the speckle field is a bit different for all images because of the presence of polarization aberrations.
Next, we add all images per roll angle for our stokes ’I’ measurement, and subtract the opposite images for each
Wollaston prism to get ’Q’ and ’U’. These Stokes vectors are in the reference frame of the camera and not in
the sky frame, and will be demodulated in Section 5. However, ’Q’ and ’U’ in the camera frame of reference
are still useful as a polarimetric differential images, see Figure 7. There is a significant contrast improvement
of a factor of six in the polarimetric differential images, meaning that in this idealized simulation a companion
with a degree of linear polarization that is larger than 13% will have an increased signal-to-noise. The gain
is similar to the reported FALCO polarimetric simulations |X − Y | that use the standard [-2,-1,1,2] set-up ‡.
This is expected as the strength of the polarization aberrations has not changed, we mostly focused on adding
instrumental polarization from the Mueller matrix. We do not take into account additional noise sources like
camera noise, flat-fielding errors, and a realistic observing sequence, so the factor six might be an optimistic
estimate. It is still interesting to see how the gain in contrast changes with control loop iteration, as the relative
contribution of the polarization aberrations increases with improved contrast. We simulate the eight Wollaston
images and their resulting PDI images for the 14 iterations of the control loop and plot the ’I’, ’Q’, and ’U’

‡https://roman.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/WFOV_Polarized_Dataset_Documentation.pdf

https://roman.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/WFOV_Polarized_Dataset_Documentation.pdf


Figure 7. The total intensity (left) and polarimetric difference images for the |0◦ − 90◦| (center) and |(−45◦) − (45◦)|
(right) band 4 Wollaston images on logarithmic scale. The given contrast level is the mean of the absolute value in the
dark hole.
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Figure 8. Left : Contrast for the intensity image and two the two ’Q’ and ’U’ polarimetric differential images in the
camera reference frame. Right: Gain in contrast for ’Q’ and ’U’.

contrast in Figure 8. The gain in contrast is much higher, up to a factor of 40, for the first few iterations and
rapidly drops to the factor of six once the dark hole is established. It is likely that a cross-talk term between
the other aberrations and the polarization aberrations limits the gain for low contrast. Expectedly, polarimetric
differential imaging does not yield a large difference in contrast between ’Q’ and ’U’. The correlation between
the contrast gain and polarization aberration strength is left for future work. For now, the next step is to inject
planets to verify the contrast gain and retrieve their Stokes vectors in the ’sky’ coordinates.

5. BAND 4 EXOPLANET POLARIMETRY THROUGH DEMODULATION

We inject planets using the FALCO code that generates off-axis sources for throughput calculation. The off-axis
sources of the ’compact’ mode includes the aberrated Jones Pupil, which we then use to calculate the planet
instrumental Mueller matrix. By multiplying the planet instrumental Mueller matrix with the Wollaston Mueller
matrices and the input Stokes vector, we retrieve the planet images without any starlight present. As explained



in the previous section, the spacecraft roll entails a shift in the off-axis PSF and a rotation of the input Stokes
vector. We then define a contrast ratio and co-add the star and planet images.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 with an additional planet with 1× 10−8 planet with 10% Q polarization.

The result is shown in Figure 9 for a 1×10−8 planet with 10% Q polarization in the sky frame, i.e. the input
Stokes vector is (1,0.1,0,0). The planet is clearly visible in ’I’ and ’Q’ for a zero degree roll angle, and all three
components for the 26 degree roll angle. We confirm that the spacecraft roll is implemented correctly through
aperture photometry of the planet. The next step is to demodulate the signal into the ’sky’ coordinate system
and explore the accuracy of the reconstruction.
The observing sequence with a spacecraft roll is not different from angular differential imaging for ground-based
telescopes. Therefore, we can use methods developed for GPI to demodulate the data and find the sky Stokes
vector. We use their least-squares approach to sequence combination, as described in Perrin et al. 201539 and
van Holstein et al. 2020.20 This approach uses that the source Stokes vector is linearly modulated by the
system Mueller matrix and for every Wollaston image and roll angle you probe the source Stokes vector in a
different way. If the system Mueller matrix is well characterized, a least-squares fit of the images can be used to
retrieve the source Stokes vector. We calculate the first four elements of the system Mueller matrix m11 . . .m14

by multiplying the published Roman CGI Mueller matrix by a (rotated) linear polarizer. We vary the polarizer
angle to 0◦, 90◦, −45◦, and 45◦ degrees, and the roll angle by 0◦, 26◦ and retrieve the following linear system:


I1
I2
...
I8

 =



m11(0
◦, 0◦) m12(0

◦, 0◦) m13(0
◦, 0◦) m14(0

◦, 0◦)
m11(90

◦, 0◦) m12(90
◦, 0◦) m13(90

◦, 0◦) m14(90
◦, 0◦)

m11(−45◦, 0◦) m12(−45◦, 0◦) m13(−45◦, 0◦) m14(−45◦, 0◦)
m11(45

◦, 0◦) m12(45
◦, 0◦) m13(45

◦, 0◦) m14(45
◦, 0◦)

m11(0
◦, 26◦) m12(0

◦, 26◦) m13(0
◦, 26◦) m14(0

◦, 26◦)
m11(90

◦, 26◦) m12(90
◦, 26◦) m13(90

◦, 26◦) m14(90
◦, 26◦)

m11(−45◦, 26◦) m12(−45◦, 26◦) m13(−45◦, 26◦) m14(−45◦, 26◦)
m11(45

◦, 26◦) m12(45
◦, 26◦) m13(45

◦, 26◦) m14(45
◦, 26◦)




I
Q
U
V

 . (4)

Following,39 we write the compact form of this equation as

I ′ = M ′S, (5)



which contains three sets of equations for I,Q,U respectively and the least-squares solution is found by the
pseudo-inverse of this equation

Sest = (M ′TM)−1M ′T I ′. (6)

The images with a spacecraft roll are now derotated so that the observed field is overlapping. By multiplying
the eight (derotated) Wollaston images by the inverse of this demodulation matrix we retrieve the sky Stokes
vector for every pixel in the field of view. We apply this technique to the data with the planet with a contrast
of 1× 10−8 with 10% Q polarization as shown in Figure 9, and retrieve the estimated source I, Q, and U. This
is shown in Figure 10. The estimated Stokes vector = (1, 0.1, 0.02, 0), correctly reconstructing Q at 10% and a
small error in U of 2%. The structures and variation in the images of Q and U are the result of different speckle

Figure 10. The demodulated I, Q, and U images for a planet with a contrast of 1× 10−8 and 10% Q polarization. The
images are linearly scaled and normalized on the maximum flux of the planet PSF.

intensities in the eight images used for demodulation. We observe that the speckle field has a lot of structure in
Q and U, however the overall intensity is quite homogeneous as function of separation.

These speckles are a direct result of the polarization aberrations which not only limits the contrast, but also
the polarimetric accuracy. We explore this parameter space a bit more, by simulating two more planets with a
contrast of 1 × 10−8 and 3% Q polarization and a planet with a contrast of 3 × 10−9 and 40% Q polarization.
The first object has a degree of linear polarization akin a Jovian planet with a tropospheric cloud layer and a
stratospheric haze layer, reducing the polarization fraction to a few percent level. The second object has no cloud
or haze layer, and the reflection at quadrature is dominated by Rayleigh scattering resulting in large polarization
fractions. Their demodulated images are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. We retrieve a Stokes vector of (1,
0.04, 0.01, 0) for the first planet and a Stokes vector of (1, 0.31, 0.0, 0) for the second. While the first planet
is more challenging as the polarized contrast, the contrast times polarization fraction, is lower, we have a larger
reconstruction error for the second planet. This is likely caused by the normalization of the stokes vector with the

Figure 11. The demodulated I, Q, and U images for a planet with a contrast of 1× 10−8 and 3% Q polarization.



Figure 12. The demodulated I, Q, and U images for a planet with a contrast of 3× 10−9 and 40% Q polarization.

planet flux, as the planet intensity is close to the speckle field intensity. Overall, the reconstruction is performing
well, and seems accurate within 2% for linearly polarized planets with a contrast around 1× 10−8. We note that
these simulations do not include many effects that can worsen the reconstruction, which we will discuss in the
next section.

6. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we present the methodology to add polarimetry to FALCO based on the published Roman/CGI
Mueller matrix and the current implementation of polarization aberrations in FALCO. As we focus on the
methodology, we did not aim to include the most realistic observing sequence and additional noise factors.
The simulation packages for more realistic observing sequences exist, i.e. CGIsim, in addition to packages for
realistic camera noise like EMCCD Detect. For example, bad pixels have been limiting the performance for
VLT/SPHERE.40 The methodology presented in this paper can be easily combined with these packages as the
FALCO back-end is the same. Combined with realistic disk models from MCFOST, we find that all ingredients
for a more thorough understanding of the limits of the Roman/CGI polarimetric mode are present. We leave
this work for future papers.
The FALCO setup we used for the band 4 simulations were monochromatic with perfect electric field estimation,
without realistic drifts in wavefront, jitter, any realistic camera noise. This limits the interpretation of the
simulations and the associated polarimetric sensitivity and polarimetric accuracy. An important effect that will
likely be a significant contributing factor is the pixel-to-pixel gain variations on the percent level that are corrected
with a flat-field correction. As polarimetric differential imaging relies heavily on subtracting high fluxes with
low polarized signal, these gain variations are quickly at the same level as the polarized flux. The demodulation
method described used to retrieve the sky Stokes vector is not robust against these errors. An improved flat-field
calibration is possible by observing extended sources like Uranus and Neptune. Another contributing factor will
be deviations in the Roman Mueller matrix from the ray-traced simulated one. Even in-orbit changes of this
Mueller matrix could occur due to degradation of optics or dynamical changes in the telescope or instrument.
The execution of the calibration campaign of the Roman Space Telescope, both on the ground and in-orbit,
will likely determine the actual polarimetric sensitivity and accuracy. Observing (extended) sources with known
polarization will be the only method for accurate calibration.
Despite these considerations, we can still interpret the impact of the polarization aberrations and instrumental
polarization assuming it to be towards the optimistic side. We find that the polarization aberrations do limit
the polarimetric sensitivity and the polarimetric accuracy, as the demodulated Stokes vectors have errors on the
order of 2% for the 1 × 10−8 contrast planet. We look deeper into these limits by simulating planets with a
contrast of 1× 10−8 with Q polarization between -1 and 1 to study the demodulated Stokes vectors. The results
are shown in Figure 13. We find that the demodulation for both Q and U is extremely linear and well behaved,
yet has a minor residual systematic error. Both lines have an offset of 0.01 (1%) for zero input, the demodulated
Q has values between [−0.89, 0.93] and the demodulated U has values between [−0.04, 0.02]. These offsets
and maxima and minima are influenced by the speckle field from the polarization aberrations and instrumental
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Figure 13. Input vs demodulated Q and U for planets with a contrast of 1× 10−8 with Q polarization between -1 and 1.

polarization effects. We note again that these results will be on the optimistic side, yet nonetheless they paint a
promising picture for Roman polarimetry.
For future work we will work on the following things, also in the context of NASA’s Community Participation
Program:

• Accurate error analysis and error budgeting by including additional noise sources, e.g. flat-fielding errors.16

• Simulate calibration/validation procedures15

• Investigate new wavefront control schemes41

• Include more advanced data-analysis approaches based on ADI and RDI20

• Target selection

• Ground-support precursor observations

7. CONCLUSION

• We present the methodology to add polarimetry to FALCO based on the published Roman/CGI Mueller
matrix and the current implementation of polarization aberrations in FALCO.

• Decomposing the published Roman Mueller matrix yields the wavelength-dependent retardance of Ro-
man/CGI, which varies between +23 and -23 degrees and is close to zero in band 1.

• The adapted Jones pupil from FALCO is consistent with Jones pupils simulated for other telescopes after
modification of the J12 Jones element and a derotation of 45 degrees.

• The demodulated Stokes vectors are accurate within 2% for planets with a contrast of 1× 10−8, which is
an optimistic estimation for the actual performance given the exclusion of realistic noise effects.

• Demodulation of eight PSF images from both Wollaston prisms for two spacecraft roll angles enables more
accurate de reconstruction.

• The polarimetric contrast is six times better than the total intensity contrast, showing that polarimetric
differential imaging can be effective for Roman/CGI for planets with degree of linear polarization of 13%.



APPENDIX A. UPDATING THE FALCO JONES PUPILS

The FALCO Jones pupil of band 1, as defined in Eq. 2, is shown in Figure 14. We see that the polarization
aberrations in the phase are on the order of ± 2 nm and the amplitude variations are less than a percent.
When we define the Jones matrix this way, we find that the electric field amplitudes generate a Jones matrix
of a polarizer oriented at 45 degrees. This can be understood when taking the dot product of (1,0), and (0,1)
with this matrix, both resulting in (0.707,0.707). We therefore multiply J12 with −1, resulting in a π absolute
phase shift and creating a Jones matrix that resembles a rotation matrix of 45 degrees. A second step towards
polarimetry with this Jones pupil is to derotate it to the XY → XY coordinate system by derotating the matrix
by 45 degrees. These matrices are more easily interpreted and can then be used to match the Roman Mueller
matrix.
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Figure 14. The Roman Jones pupils of band 1, showing the amplitude of the electric field on the left and the polarization
aberration phase in nanometers on the right.

We show the band 1 and band 4 Mueller matrices that are derotated and with the J12 sign changed in
Figure 15 and Figure 16. The derotated and corrected Roman Jones pupils show a close-to unit matrix in the
amplitude and phase in the XY → XY coordinate system. Therefore, we confirm that the Roman Mueller matrix
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Figure 15. The derotated and corrected Roman Jones pupils of band 1, where the phase is now in radians, in an XY →
XY coordinate system.

is not included in the FALCO Jones pupils, as expected from the removal of all piston terms. We do see similar



structures in the phase and amplitude aberrations as we see for ground-based telescopes, where M1, M2, and
M3 generate phase jumps in the off-diagonal terms. The sign flip between band 1 and 4 in the phase aberrations
is consistent with a flip in the sign of the retardance as found in Figure 3.
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Figure 16. The derotated and corrected Roman Jones pupils of band 4, where the phase is now in radians, in an XY →
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